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JCIAD Newsletter Editors’ Welcome Greetings 

     While laying the groundwork for the Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue (JCIAD),
a peer-reviewed online journal (see p. 20), first spearheaded by key members of the Association
of Central Asian Students (ACAS) in 2009, the editors of JCIAD decided that, if the Journal
appears twice yearly, it needs to be supplemented by a Newsletter in order to spread information 
and to keep the dialogue between Central Asian Scholars and those of the rest of the world
lively and stimulating.  The founders of the JCIAD and its Newsletter have been profoundly 
influenced by the dedicated teachers in Central/Inner Asian Studies, first introduced at the 
University of Washington in 1949 by Professor Nicholas Poppe, a world renown Altaist 
(Mongolist and Turkologist).  His dedication to work side by side with scholars and students 
from Mongolia, Buryatia, Kalmykia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Japan, Germany and the United 
States has inspired the founders.  In addition, they have also been affected by the historic Kazakh 
& Kyrgyz Studies Bulletin, first published in 1993.  This bulletin, a student-based initiative at 
the University of Washington under the guidance of Professor Ilse Cirtautas, sets the standards
for the sharing of information and mutual dialogue needed in order to advance the scholarship
on the region.   

     The JCIAD and its Newsletter will carry on the traditions already set forth by the pioneering 
scholars and students mentioned above.  The Journal, its Newsletter and editors are dedicated to 
creating a platform that allows for mutual dialogues.  However, in order to create a dialogue that
is both fruitful and mutual, the editors of the current Newsletter invite its readers to participate
in the dialogue through sharing of news, information and/or scholarly articles.  If you have 
something you would like to contribute either for the upcoming Journal or the next newsletter, 
please see p. 20 or email info@jciadinfo.org. 

The Editors
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Editors: 
Alva Robinson, 
MA , University of 
Washington (UW)

Bedii Duru Altug, 
Graduate Student (UW)
and President of ACAS 
(see below), UW

Advisory Editor:
Dr. Ilse Cirtautas, 
Professor, UW



Nicholas Poppe (1897 - 
1991), was recognized 
worldwide as the leading 
scholar in Altaic studies.  In 
1949 he founded 
Central/Inner Asian Studies 
at the University of Wash-
ington.  

By the age of eighty he had 
published 57 books, over 
200 articles and numerous 
reviews.  He continued to 
write and publish until his 
death.  Among his latest 
publications are several 
volumes of Mongolian and 
Buryat epic songs, trans-
lated into German. (IC)
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News from Contributors and Partners
University of Washington

                                                 

     The 23rd Annual Nicholas Poppe Symposium on Central and Inner Asian Studies was held 
on Saturday, May 7, 2011 from 8:30 am - 6:00 pm in Denny Hall 215A, University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA.  Entitled, “Central Asia and Mongolia: Twenty Years of Independence,” 
the symposium focused on developments in language, literature, art, traditions and culture, educ-
ation, health, environment and other vital issues connected to the region and its peoples. For 
more information on the symposium or for abstracts of given presentations, please email Dr. Ilse 
Cirtautas at  icirt@u.washington.edu. 

Presenters                                            Title of Presentations

Robert Bedeski, Professor       “The Modern Mongolian Nation State and Sov-
Russian, East European and Central Asian       ereignty: An Appraisal”
Studies
University of Washignton

Simon Wickham-Smith, Ph.D. Candidate   ”Trends in Mongolian Literature since 1990”
Independent Ph.D. Program 
University of Washington

Robert W. Smurr, Professor                              “Overview of Urban and Rural Development
Environmental and Russian History                 in the Five Central Asian Republics and Mon-
The Evergreen State College    golia” (slide show presentation)
Olympia, WA 

Vitaly Nishanov, Ph.D., Lecturer                      “Kyrgyzstan: Road to Prosperity or to Nowhere”
Department of Management and Organi-
zation, School of Business Administration
University of Washington

William Clark, Ph.D., Visiting Professor   “Twenty Years of Kazakhstan’s Independence:
Department of Anthropology    An Ethnographic Perspective of Two Cultural 
University of Washington     Leaders and their Families”

Ulbosyn Zhanatayeva, Ph.D.,    “Social Services in Kazakhstan: Trends and Pro-
Department of Political Science    gress (1991-2011)”
L.N. Gumilov Eurasian National 
University, Astana, Kazakhstan

Ilse Cirtautas, Professor     “Uzbek Prose Literature Since Independence”
Near Eastern Languages & Civilization
University of Washington
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23rd Annual Nicholas Poppe Symposium 
on Central/Inner Asian Studies

“Central Asia and Mongolia: 20 Years of Independence”
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Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington 

                                                 

Professor                                              Course Name

Dr. Robert Bedeski     Chingiz Khan: The Mongols and Formation of
rbedeski@uvic.ca      Asiatic States from Russia to Southeast Asia*

Dr. Ilse D. Cirtautas     Central Asian Country Profiles II: 20 Years of
icirt@uw.edu      Independence - Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan*

Dr. Ilse D. Cirtautas     The Kyrgyz Writer Chingiz Aitmatov (1928 - 
icirt@uw.edu       2008) in Central Asian & Global Context*

Dr. Ilse D. Cirtautas     Uzbek Language Circle**
icirt@uw.edu

Dr. Talant Mawkanuli     Introduction to Kazakh*
tmawkan@uw.edu

Dr. Talant Mawkanuli     Intermediate Uighur*
tmawkan@uw.edu

Simon Wickham-Smith     Mongolian Language Circle**
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  Course O�erings
  Spring 2011

             *Course Descriptions and Course Outlines Available Upon Request    
                        **Offered Free of Charge to Students and the Public

Dr. Bedeski in Mongolia

Dr. Cirtautas with 
Chingiz Aitmatov and 
Mikhail Gorbachev, 1997 
(Isskyk Kul Forum, Issyk 
Kul, Kyrgyzstan)
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Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington

                                                 

   

     April 8      Social Meeting:  Welcome to the Spring 
     Friday      Quarter 
                     Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 2:00PM

     April 14            “Azerbaijan - A Complex Blend of East and 
     Thursday        West”
       Barbara Standal, Lawyer, Seattle
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

     April 15        “Diversifying a Newly Oil-Rich Economy -
     Friday        a Policy Dilemma for Azerbaijan”
       George Wright, Professor
       University of Washington
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

     April 21           “The Appearance of a New Type of Oral Po-
     Thursday      ets/Singers in the Kazakh Steppe in the Se-
       cond Half of the 19th Century: The Seri/Sal” 
       Ilse Cirtautas, Professor
       Department of Near Eastern Languages & 
       Civilization
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm  

     April 28       “Aqan Seri (1843-1913)”
     Thursday      Ilse Cirtautas, Professor
       Department of Near Eastern Languages &
       Civilization
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

     April 29        “Environmental Activism in Uzbekistan 
     Friday      Since Independence”
       Haley Sides, M.A. Graduate Student
       Russian, East European and Central Asian
         Studies (REECAS)
       Jackson School of International Studies, UW
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm
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Central Asian Studies Seminar*
Founded in 1987 as Central Asian Studies Group

Open and Free to Students, Faculty and the Public

Program for Spring Quarter 2011
Chair and Program Organizer: Ilse Cirtautas

Near Eastern Languages & Civilization
email: icirt@u.washington.edu

     *Abstracts of Presentations Available Upon Request

Azerbaijan - Country 
Map

Scene from the Kazakh 
film Birzhan sal (2009), a 
film about Birzhan 
Qozhagululy (1834-1897), 
a renown sal.

Programs and Events
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Central and Inner Asian Studies at the University of Washington

                                   
              

     May 13        “Documentaries about the Life of the Great
     Friday      Kyrgyz Writer Chingiz Aitmatov (1928-2008”
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 2:30pm
     
     May 19      “Recent Publications on/in Central Asia: R.
     Thursday      Charles Weller. Rethinking Kazakh and 
       Central Asian Nationhood. A Challenge to 
       Prevailing Western Views. Los Angeles: Asia 
       Research Associates, 2006.”
       Ilse Cirtautas, Professor
       NELC Department, UW
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

     May 20      “Recent Publications in/on Kazakhstan: M.
     Friday      Joldasbekuli, Q. Salgarauli and A. Seydim-
       bek, Eltûtqa. El Tarīxīnīn äygili tûlgalarī (The
       People’s Strength. Famous Personalities of
       Kazakh History). Astana: Kül Tegin basmasï,
       2001.”
       Ilse Cirtautas, Professor
       NELC Department, UW
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

     May 26      “Recent Publications on/in Kyrgyzstan: 
     Thursday      Venera Musaeva. Körköm Okuu. Xrestomatiya
       (Reader in Fine Literature. Anthology), 
       Bishkek, 2008.”
       Ilse Cirtautas, Professor
       NELC Department, UW
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

     May 27      “Recent Publication in/on Uzbekistan: 
     Friday      Mahmud Sattor. O’zbek Udumlari
       (Uzbek Customs and Traditions). Tashkent:
       Cho’lpon Nomidagi Nashriyat Matbaa Ijodiy
       Uyi, 2007.”
       Ilse Cirtautas, Professor
       NELC Department, UW
       Denny Hall 123, 12:30 - 1:30pm

6

Programs and Events

Central Asian Studies Seminar*
(continued from previous page)

    *Abstracts of Presentations Available Upon Request

Dr. Bedeski in Mongolia
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     The Seattle-Tashkent Sister City Association, established in 1972, held its annual Navro’z
celebration on Saturday, March 19th, 2011 at North Seattle Community College.  The evening
of festivities began with kazan-prepared pilov followed by Uzbek and Central Asian music,
dance and entertainment.

     Members of local Kazakh, Kyrgyz, and Uzbek communities were on hand to represent their
cultures through fashion shows, dombra playing, and poems recited in honor of the New Year.

    For more information on the Annual Navro’z Celebration and other activities from the Seattle-
Tashkent Sister City Association, please visit http://ww.seattle-tashkent.org/.

     From Silk Road travel, to music and textile traditions, to contemporary social and political
challenges, it is always time to find out more about Central Asia.  This series investigated the 
region of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and other neighboring post-Soviet Central Asian Republics
through Western China to Mongolia.  The Saturday University Lecture Series, hosted at the 
Gardner Center for Central Asian Art & Ideas, ran from February 19th, 2011 through April
16th, 2011.  The series was co-sponsored by REECAS (Ellison Center for Russian, Eastern 
European and Central Asian Studies), the Jackson School of International Studies at the Uni-
versity of Washington, and Elliot Bay Books.  Below is a list of presenters and lecture topics.

     February 19        “Central Asia: Land and Peoples”
       Daniel Waugh, Professor
       University of Washington

     February 26      “The Silk Roads: Central Asia in the Wider
       World”
       Daniel Waugh, Professor
       University of Washington

     March 5      “Crafting Culture in Soviet Central Asia: 
       Writers, Actors and Ordinary People”
       Ali Igmen, Professor
       University of California, Long Beach, CA

     March 12      “Religious Pluralism of Central Asia”
       Joel Walker, Professor & Daniel Waugh, 
       Professor
       University of Washington

7

Central and Inner Asia in Your Community

Navro’z Celebration Hosted by 
Seattle-Tashkent Sister City Association

Saturday University: World Little Known
Central Asia, Its Histories and Place in Today’s World

Kazakh and Kyrgyz 
students from the 
Association of Central 
Asian Students, UW, 
perform with the 
dombra, the Kazakh 
national instrument at 
the 2011 annual Navro’z 
Celebration hosted by the 
Seattle-Tashkent Sister 
City Association.
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Central and Inner Asia In Your Community

                                                 

     March 19th       “Central Asian Nomads Today: Musical 
       Storytelling”
       Alma Kunanbaeva, Director
       Silk Road House, Berkeley, CA

     March 19th      “Esoteric Buddhism in Japan: The Lineage
        of Shingon”
       Dr. Hoju, Murakami, Head of Doctrine and 
       Director
       Koyasan Buddhist Temple, Japan

     March 26      “Colorful Ikat Textile Design and Central 
       Asian Aesthetics”
       Andrew Hale, Independent Researcher

     April 2nd      “Women’s Work in Central Asia: Past and 
       Present”
       Marianne Kamp, Professor
       University of Wyoming

     April 9th      “Struggles of Central Asia Since Independence”
       Scott Radnitz, Professor 
       University of Washington

     

8

(continued from previous page)

Seattle Asian Art Museum, Volunteer Park

For more information, visit seattlemuseum.org/gardnercenter 

206.442.8480
gardnercenter@seattleartmuseum.org 

From a woman’s robe, the 
silk ikat technique of using
intricate resist-dye with
repeated patterns is shown.
The ikat design and tech-
nique reached its height
in Central Asia during the 
19th century (info taken 
from The Jewish Museum, 
New York City, NY).

Music has always played a 
prominent role in Central
Asian culture.  Among the 
nomadic Kazakhs and 
Kyrgyz, music nearly 
always includes story-telling
accompanied by a dombra or
komuz as shown below. (AR)

 



Participants and guests of 
the 4th Annual Symposium 
of the Turkmen-American 
Scholars Association, 
Columbus, Ohio, June 2010

Chingiz Aitmatov (1928 - 
2008) is considered one of 
the foremost writers of the 
former Soviet Union, and is 
regarded in Central Asia 
and within a global context 
for his powerful messages - 
to live in harmony with 
nature, to preserve one’s 
cultural heritage, and to 
honor one’s ancestors. (AR)
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Central and Inner Asia in Your Community

                                                

     

     The Turkmen-American Scholars Association (TASA), a non-profit organization established 
in 2008, held its 5th Annual Symposium of the Turkmen-American Scholars Association in 
New York City.  An opening reception on Friday, June 24th, 2011 at Courtyard Marriott Ball 
Room started the program.  In keeping with its mission, TASA provided a platform for
Turkmen students and scholars to mutually support and collaborate with one another. 
The conference portion of the program began the next morning, Saturday June 25th, at 
Schermerhorn Hall, Columbia University.  Turkmen graduate students and Ph.D. candidates 
studying in the United States and abroad participated in the full-day conference.  In addition 
to the eight presentations given, two panel discussions on education opportunities abroad and 
graduate studies in the U.S. were held.  The conference was followed by a Turkmen Feast at 
the Omonia Cretan Greek House where guests were regaled with fine Turkmen cuisine and the 
traditional sounds of Turkmen dutar music.  

     For more information on the symposium or on the Turkmen-American Scholars Association,
please visit www.turkmenscholarsusa.org (AR)

  

     
     
     

     
     On December 17, 2010 a conference dedicated to the late Chingiz Aitmatov (1928 - 2008), 
world renowned Kyrgyz writer and diplomat, was held at the International Ataturk-Alatoo 
University (IAAU), Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan under the stewardship of Professor Kylatai Edilova. 
The conference was attended by various administrators of IAAU and other local universities, 
the Minister of Youth Affairs of Kyrgyzstan, and by representatives of the greater Bishkek 
community.  The event also included a performance by IAAU’s Chingiz Aitmatov Drama Club, 
a student-led organization established in Spring 2010 under the guidance of Altinai eje and 
Alva Robinson, a Fulbright Student Fellow from the Universtiy of Washington, Seattle, 
USA. 

(Edil Turmambetov)
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5th Annual Symposium of the 
Turkmen-American Scholars Association

Held in New York City

Conference on Chingiz Aitmatov
Held at IAAU, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

Turkmen-American Scholar Association in front of Library of Columbia University



Late Anna Sirkasheva at 
home in the village of 
Chelukhoevo, Kemerovo 
region (1992) (DF)

A fragment of an important 
ritual object called emegen-
der in a remote part of the 
city of Novokuznetsk - 
formerly an independent 
village of Teleuty (or Tomdor 
in Teleut language), Kem-
erovo region (1988). (DF)
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Regional Highlight

                                                

     The Teleut make up one of Siberia’s smallest native populations.  There are 2,658 Teleut 
people, according to the 2002 census data, living in the South of Western Siberia in the Belovo,
Gurievsk, and Novokuznetsk districts of Kemerovo Region.  This group is called the Bachat
Teleut after the names of the Bol’shoi Bachat and Malyi Bachat (Bachat is the left tributary of 
the Inya River which flows into the Ob’ River), along which Teleut villages were mostly 
concentrated.

     The Teleut speak a Turkic language they refer to as tadar til (the Tadar, or Tatar language).
They call themselves differently, depending on the type of social situation: Telenget, when they
communicate with people from other Turkic-language groups using a “generic,” or “common”
Turkic language in that communication.  They also refer to themselves as Teleut when they 
answer questions about their ethnic affiliation or nationality in Russian.  In conversations 
among themselves in their own language, they simply refer to themselves as Tadar. Among other 
Turkic groups of Sayan-Altai, however, they are often known as baiat, or pachat (baiattar, or 
pachattar - plural), which means essentially, “The Bachat Ones,” or “those who live as Bachat”. 

     The Teleut came to live in the area that they predominantly inhabit today not so long ago.  
The first Teleut families had settled in the Kuznetsk district, mainly at the Uskat River and the 
Kuznetsk fortress in the seventeenth century.  It was, however, only by the end of the eighteenth 
century that the Teleut emerged in the Bachat area. 

     Their nomadic way of life gradually became a subject for stories.  The Teleut turned
from horse, sheep, and camel herding to cattle breeding and plough agriculture.  These were 
complemented with gardening, hunting, fishing, and gathering.  The simplest types of timber 
and willow huts gave way to wodden and brick housing featuring several rooms and several
floors or levels.  A garage is rather typical among the house-yard constructions today.  Types
of dress and clothing changed in many ways as well.  Men’s traditional garments by now have 
given way to clothing that has no specific ethnic connotations.  Women’s traditional clothes are 
still worn regularly by women of middle-age and older generations while the youth wear 
traditional dresses on special occasions such as wedding ceremonies.  In both diet and preparation
of meals, Teleut habits are quite similar to those of surrounding ethnic groups - in particular to 
those of the Russian population.  Nevertheless, the tradition of cooking some national dishes of 
meat, milk, and flour products such as pelmen, tutmash, kan, porsok and others are still retained.

     The specificity of the Teleut traditional culture manifests itself most saliently in family rituals.
A several day long playful ritual act known as the Teleut wedding, accompanied with 
a striking amount of gifts with spectacular visits to each other and traditional cooking, seems to
have become somewhat the talk of the town not only among the dwellers of neighboring areas, 
but also due to persistent rumors and mass media among many other Kemerovo region residents
living hundreds of miles away from the Bachat. 

     The Teleut folklore, once rich and vibrant, today is mostly a heritage collected in state and
private archives.  Only a few older Teleut - connoisseurs of the local culture - do keep it 
committed to memory.  
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Spotlight on the Teleut
People of the Bol’shoi and Malyi Bachat



Some members of  the 
Chelukhoev family in the 
same village (1999). (DF)

During a wedding 
ceremony in the village of 
Ulus (Kemerovo region), a 
man spreads milk from a 
spoon toward ritual birches 
(devoted to some important 
deities of the Teleut 
pantheon, 1982). (DF)
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Regional Highlight

                                                

     The Soviet era had done away with the “great shamans”.   Nevertheless, among the Teleut
there still is a category of people who do not consider themselves to be kams (shamans), but
are able to perform some purification and cleansing rites, and know traditional exorcisms or
spell-casting texts.  Many Teleuts, being Christians, had nonetheless been through shamanic
healing procedures in their childhood or even adult years; therefore, they have some knowledge
or notion of kams and healing and divining shamanic séances.  On the whole, it has to be 
admitted, both shamans as a specific type of priests, and shamanism (as known through late
nineteenth and early twentieth century data) as a holistic worldview supported by a developed
ritual system, exist as something of the past among the Teleut.

About the Author

Professor Dmitry Funk was born in Kemerovo, Siberia, USSR, in 1962.  He graduated from 
Kemerovo State University in 1984 where he became an official reader in History and Social
Studies.  From 1984 to 1985, Dr. Funk was awarded a research internship during his post-
graduate studies at the Chair of Ethnology within the Faculty of History at Leningrad State 
University.  In 1985 and after completing his military service in 1987, Dr. Funk pursued his 
Ph.D. candidacy. He received his Ph.D. in 1991. Since 1995, Dmitry Funk has served as the 
head of the Department of Northern and Siberian Studies at the Institute of Ethnology and 
Anthropology of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Moscow).  In addition, he has been 
affiliated with the Center of Social Anthropology at the Russian State University for Human-
ities (Moscow) and has authored around 250 academic publications including many monographs.  
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(continued from previous page)

    Photos for the article have been provided by Dr. D. Funk



ACAS Members with Profes-
sor Cirtautas at the 2011 
FIUTS International Festival 
(University of Washington), 
February 2011.

Booklet designed by 
members of ACAS in 
commemoration of 20 years 
of independence and 
containing fundamental 
facts about the republics of 
Central and Inner Asia.
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Perspectives from Central and Inner Asia

                                                

     
     Starting my first academic year at the University of Washington (UW) in September 2010, 
I thought that there would be no other student on campus from Kazakhstan who also had come 
by way of the Bolashak program. Little did I expect that there would be such a huge interest 
in Central Asia among the students and faculty at the UW.  After being here for a few months, 
my friend Askar (also from Kazakhstan and also a recipient of  a Bolashak scholarship) and I 
found to our surprise a whole department focusing on the peoples and countries of Central Asia  
(Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan).  Then we met with Professor Ilse 
Cirtautas who teaches in the Near Eastern Languages and Civilization Department. Professor 
Ilse Cirtautas knows a lot about the cultures of Central Asia. She used to visit Kazakhstan every 
year since 1972. We also had the opportunity to befriend Alva Robinson, a graduate student 
majoring in Central Asian Turkic Literature and the founder and president of the Association of 
Central Asian Students (ACAS). Meeting with so many people devoted to our region has been 
a welcoming surprise we will not forget. 

     From the first moment we learned about ACAS, we became active participants in its
events and programs. Our goal has been centered on raising  awareness about Central Asia, 
particularly Kazakhstan. As we are the only two students from Kazakhstan among the whole 
student body, we have become the unofficial ambassadors of our country and culture. Askar 
and I, for example, volunteered in setting up a cultural table at the FIUTS event (Foundation in 
International Understanding through Students) in February 2011. Our table displayed the cultures 
of the Central Asian countries and served as an information desk for those who were interested in 
the region. With the flags of our countries hanging directly behind us, we proudly wore our 
national costumes such as the shapan while answering questions of people interested in the 
region.  We also had helped design booklets containing basic information about the Central 
Asian countries  and their cultures. Another significant event was the joint performance by 
Kazakh and Kyrgyz students at a Navro’z Celebration organized by the Seattle-Tashkent Sister 
City Association (est. 1972).  Navro’z, the traditional New Year for Central Asians, is celebrated 
from the 21st of March. At the above mentioned event, Askar, Galymzhan (a Kazakh gentlemen 
who lives in Seattle and works at Amazon Corporation), and myself presented Kazakhstan while 
another two guys and a girl from Kyrgyzstan represented their country. At the stage we read 
poems and sung traditional songs about Navro’z while Galymzhan played the Kazakh national 
musical instrument called a dombra. Throughout the academic year Askar and I aimed to be 
as active as possible in the events put together by ACAS. 
  
     This spring quarter I took a Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations class taught by 
Professor Ilse Cirtautas. The main topic of this class centered on the literary works of  the 
Kyrgyz writer Chingiz Aitmatov, discussed in Central Asian and global context. I learned a lot 
from these lectures about Kyrgyz literature, and about the life of Chingiz Aitmatov and became
acquainted with some of his books. Moreover, these lectures also covered the Kazakh writer
Mukhtar Auezov and the poet Mukhtar Shakhanov. This class has served as a constant reminder 
of the university‘s and its students’ sincere interest in Central Asia and their efforts in welcoming 
students from the region. 
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A Kazakh Student Looks Back at His First Year 
At the University of Washington



ACAS Members and Kazakh 
and Kyrgyz students from the 
Seattle Area (November 2010)

Kazakh Bolashak Students 
with UW professors and 
faculty (from left to right: 
Aidos Aikhojayev, Askar 
Akhyltayev, visiting 
Professor William Clark, 
Dr. Talant Mawkanuli, 
Professor Ilse Cirtautas, 
Undergraduate Student 
Reshad Amini and Dr. 
Ulbosyn Zhanatayeva, 
Astana, Kazakhstan (May 
2011).
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Perspectives from Central and Inner Asia

                                                

    The University of Washington is one of the few universities where such an interest in Central 
Asia exists. For example, I have many friends who study in the U.S. at different universities 
and most of them tell me that they do not have such departments or classes about Central Asia. 
Even if they do, then most of the classes are about politics and not about its literature and culture. 
In conclusion, I want to say that the University of Washington welcomes students from Central 
Asia and does everything to make them feel comfortable here by representing their culture and 
languages. This made it easier for me to adapt to a new environment because I was surrounded 
by people who could understand me and would help me out whenever I needed assistance.

About the Author

     Aidos Aikhojayev is a recipient of a Bolashak Scholarship, an academic award that gives 
opportunties for the most talented young students of Kazakhstan to study  abroad. Aidos, who 
is from Shimkent, has recently finished his first academic year as an undergraduate at the 
University of Washington.  Next academic year he will serve as the Vice President of the 
student-led Association of Central Asian Students (ACAS) at the UW.   
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(continued from previous page)

For more information on the Association of Central Asian Students
visit www.acasinfo.org



Muhammad Ali in Tash-
kent, Uzbekistan (2007)

The cover of Abadiy 
Sog’inchlar .  Also available 
in an English translation: 
Eternal Longings, Tashkent, 
2006.
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Outstanding Personalities

Spotlight on 
Muhammad Ali (1942 - )

                                                

     
     Muhammad Ali, the distinguished Uzbek poet, writer and historian, has a special place in 
contemporary Uzbek literature. Following the example of  such  outstanding poets/writers like  
the Jadids (reformers) Fitrat (1886-1938 ) and Cho’lpon (1897-1938) and the more contempor-
ary Oybek (1905-1968), he developed from a poet to a prose writer. The majority of today’s 
Uzbek literati would either start out as writers or as poets and stay with the chosen genre 
throughout their lives.

     Unique, i. e. appearing for the first time in Uzbek literature, are the topics Muhammad Ali 
courageously selected for his longer poetical works called dostonlar.  For example, in Gumbaz-
dagi Nur  (The Light on the Cupola, 1967) he presents an image of Amir Temur (r. 1370 -1405).  
Boqiy Dunyo (The Everlasting World, 1979) centers on Dukchi Eshon, the leader of an uprising 
against the Russian colonizers in 1898.  In his prose works Muhammad Ali continued with 
historical topics.

     His first historical novel Sarbadorlar (The Sarbador, lit.: those with heads on the gallows, 
1990) deals with the popular rebellion of the Sarbador against the Mongol rulers in Samarkand 
in the early 14th century. His second major prose work, consisting of the trilogy Ulug’ Saltanat  
(The Great State, 2003-2010), centers on Amir Temur and his descendents.  Muhammad Ali 
does not deal so much with facts and events but with the inner life of his characters.  In 2004 
he published Abadiy Sog‘inchlar (Eternal Longings).  It is the story of an Uzbek family who 
fled Uzbekistan during the years of Stalin’s oppression.  Concentratng on the life of a father and
his son who lived as refugees first in Afghanistan and then from 1952 on in Turkey, Muhammad 
Ali highlights their deep longings for their home country, Uzbekistan.  Said Mahmud To’ra, the 
father, instructed his son, Said Nasrullah To’ra, born in Kabul in 1940, to move back to his 
motherland if the time is right.  Soon after Uzbekistan had gained its independence, the son, 
faithful to the words of his father, returned home.  With his broad experiences as a successful 
businessman in Turkey and particularly in Germany, where he had earned a Ph.D. in 1972 from
the Technical University in Berlin, he is now the head of several business enterprises in Uzbeki-
stan and known as a generous and kind philanthropist. 

     Muhammad Ali aka received many recognitions.  In 1992 he was awarded the prestigious 
title O’zbekiston xalq yozuvchisi (Distinguished Writer of Uzbekistan) and in 2007 he received 
as the first writer the highest honor of Uzbekistan:  O’zbekiston Respublikasi Davlat Mukofoti 
(State Prize of the Republic of Uzbekistan). 

(IC)
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According to the Society for 
the Exploration of Eurasia, 
the Chinor tree pictured 
above dates back more than 
1050 years. Prior to 1920, 
its trunk had served as a 
madrasah, a Muslim school.

Trees have always played a 
central role in the environ-
mental and cultural 
landscape of the Turkic 
peoples.  This has been 
recognized by many 
travelers throughout the 
region.  Former mayor of 
Seattle, Wesley Uhlman,  is 
said to have  taken inspira-
tion for his tree planting 
initiative in Seattle from the 
many trees adorning the 
city of Tashkent he visited 
in 1974. (AR)
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  Selections of Translations
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Muhammad Ali
Chinor 

                        The Chinor Tree

In the land of Kashmir a majestic* chinor              
    grew.           
The beloved tree of Avrangzeb, the padis-
    hah**.
Leaving his state affairs behind,
Often he would turn his stately horse to the          
    chinor.
One day - out of the blue - a sheikh appeared
    in despair, 
“My tongue cannot bring out the words I must                   
    tell you,
You know, the great mosque in the city of 
    Kashmir?
The house of worship, the house of prayer. . .
It burned to the ground! O, Allah forgive us!”
The padishah jumped from his throne: 
“What about the chinor next to the mosque?
The chinor!? What happened to the chinor?
     Speak at once!”
“The chinor is whole! The flames did not 
    touch it!”
“Thank God!” said the padishah.
These words filled the high and blessed
    sheikhs with surprise:
The house of prayer has burnt to ashes,
Yet the padishah does not care for the terrible 
     news, 
Why does he ask only about some tree?
Has His majesty become an infidel?”***
At once they put this question to the padishah.
The padishah smiled and said: “I state to you,
Though the house of worship burned down, 
I can raise for you hundreds more.
But know this:  if a chinor burns down, 
Even I, a mighty padishah, ruling near and far,
Though I desire with all my heart,
Could not bring back even one chinor tree!”

(IC)

*Bir “one, one of a kind, special” has been 
translated here on the basis of the following 
context with “majestic”.
**Avrangzeb (r. 1658-1707) is a descendent of 
Babur (1483-1530), founder of the Mughal 
(Moghal, Moghul, Mongol) Empire in India. 
Legends depict him as a generous ruler.
*** lit.: “Has His Majesty turned away from 
his religion?”

                         Chinor

Bir chinor o’sardi Kashmir shahrida, 
Podsho Avrangzebning sevgan chinori, 
Davlat ishlarini qo’yib narida
Tez-tez burar edi shu yon tulporin.
Nogahon bitta shayx ko’nglini yordi:
“Hech ham tilim bormas sizga aytgani,
Baldai Kashmirda zo’r masjid bor-ku?
Ibodat maskani, toat maskani. . .
Yonib ketmish!  Kechir, e parvardigor! . . . ”
Podsho sanchib turar o’rnidan shu on:
“Uning yonidagi chinor-chi, chinor?
Chinorga ne bo’ldi? Tez aylang bayon!”
“Chinor but! Chinorga o’t tushgani yo’q!”
“Xayriyat!” der podsho. 
Hay-yo, bu kalom
A’yoni saltanat, a’yoni qutlug’
Shayxlarni hayratga solgandi tamom!
Ibodat maskani bo’lsa-yu kul-kul,
Bu mudhish xabarga qilmasdan parvo, 
Qandaydir chinorni so’rab tursa ul. . . 
Shahanshoh dinidan qaytdimikin yo?
Darhol so’radilar buni podshodan.
Podsho kulib dedi: “Ayon ko’rurman: 
Ibodat maskani yonsa mabodo,
Sizga yuztasini tiklab berurman.
Ammo biling, yonib ketsami chinor. . . 
Garchi zo’r podshoman, uzundir dastim,
Garchandki istasam, etsam ixtiyor, 
Bitta chinorni ham tiklay olmasdim!”   (1974)                       

        

C 

 
Legend has it that Alexander the 
Great rested at the base of this 
Chinor tree located in Vodil, 
Uzbekistan (AR)



Cover of the first edition of 
Shor Heroic Epics, Vol.1

Cover of the second edition 
of Shor Heroic Epics, Vol.1 
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New Publications 

                                                

     
Shorskii Geroicheskii Epos, Tom 1 (Shor Heroic Epics, Vol.1) by D.A. Funk. Moscow: 
Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, RAS, 2010. 392 pages. 240 RUR (appr. $8.00)

     The book, written in Russian, presents four epic tales of the Shors, a small Turkic-speaking 
group residing in the southern part of Western Siberia. The texts make up a collection of stories 
that have been recorded by two well-known Shor story-tellers: Stepan Torbokov (1900-1980) 
and the last Shor singer of the heroic epics, Vladimir Tannagashev (1932-2007).  The texts con-
sist of an excerpt  from an epic tale “The Smallest Khan-Mergen” and three epics “Kara-Khan 
Riding a Black Horse”, “Khan-Mergen Riding a Forty-yard Long Dark-Yellow Horse”, and 
“Kün-Köök Who Does Not See the Sun,” edited in full size and published for the first time. 
The publication contains a detailed analytical introduction as well as ethnolinguistic notes and 
comments.

(DF)

Steppe 8, Winter 2010-11, 96 pages, Price: £10/$20 (excl.p&p)

     “The Pages of Steppe Crackle This Issue With the Energy of Little Genghis, a young boy from
the steppe who goes to live with his extended family in the big city.  Quite apart from being an
amiable companion, he is an apt metaphor for the interaction between the nomadic past and the
urban future of much of the Central Asian steppelands, and we’re delighted he’s made the leap
from drawing board to magazine.

     Also leaping to life, at least theoretically, is the Caspian Tiger, last heard of in the mid-twenti-
eth century.  New genetic reserach has shown that the extinct Caspian is, in fact, a genetic near-
identical match for the Amur tiger of Siberia.  As the battle continues to preserve tigers world-
wide during the Year of the Tiger, it is conceivable that the Amur could be reintroduced to 
Central Asia to repopulate the Caspian’s former hunting grounds.  

    In Taskent, Steppe descends into the Metro for a good look 
around.  Built in the wake of the earthquake that destroyed 
the city in 1966**, the Metro was largely modelled on 
Moscow’s more famous one.  Each of the twenty-nine stations 
is individually decorated, and we believe the underground is 
underrated.  

     Aboveground in Tashkent, we visit Caravan One, the new 
restaurant by the doyenne of Tashkent dining, Natalya 
Moussina.  While over the border in Tajikistan, we visit the 
hidden valley of the Yaghnobs, whose inhabitants suffered 
heavily under the Soviets when they were forcibly removed 
from their native mountains to work on cotton plantations in the north of the country.”*  
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Shorskii Geroicheskii Epos, Tom 1 (Shor Heroic Epics, Vol. 1)
by D.A. Funk

Steppe Magazine, Winter 2010/11
Steppe Eight

*See Lucy Kelaart’s article, “Editor’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2010/11, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

**The earthquake in 1966 did not cause a complete destruction of Tashkent as the author
seems to imply (A.R.). 

 



Pirimqual Qodirov 
(1928-2010)

The cover of Qodirov’s 
historical novel, Yulduzli 
tunlar (Starry Nights) - a 
novel about the life of 
Babur, 1981. 
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In Memoriam

                                                

     On December 21, 2010 the Uzbek writer Pirimqul Qodirov passed away, sadly missed by 
the Uzbek people. During his life he had been honored with many distinctions. He earned the 
title of  “Distinguished Writer of Uzbekiston” (O’zbekiston xalq yozuvchisi). In addition, he 
had been recognized for his public services with the state medal “For Great Public Services” 
(Buyuk xizmatlari uchun) and he was also honored with the title  “Supporter of Culture in the 
Republic of Uzbekistan” (O’zbekiston Respublikasida xizmat ko’rsatgan  madaniyat xodimi). 
In 1998 he received the State Prize “(In) Honor of the Uzbek People and Country” (El-yurt 
hurmati).*

     As a writer Pirimqul Qodirov is best known for his historical novels dealing with Babur 
(1483-1531) and his descendants (Yulduzli tunlar; Avlodlar davoni ). In 1997 he wrote his novel 
Ona Lochin Vidosi (“The Death of the Mother Falcon”), dealing with the tragic fate of the 
Timurid princess, Gavharshad Begim, wife of Amir Temur’s youngest son Shahruh (r. 1407 -
1447) and mother of Ulughbeg (r. 1447-1449). 

     Several times Pirimqul Qodirov was re-elected as a member of the Oliy Majlis (Parliament) 
of Uzbekistan. He served there as the Deputy Chair of the Science and Culture Committee.  In 
the early 1990’s Pirimqul aka also visited Tashkent’s Sister City, Seattle, where he taught Uzbek 
at one of the University of Washington’s Summer Programs on Central Asian Turkic Languages 
and Culture. Pirimqul aka will always be remembered in Seattle as well as in Uzbekistan as a 
caring teacher, a modest and sincere person who strove hard to revive and preserve the admirable 
traditions and values of the Uzbek people. 

(IC)
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Pirimqul Qodirov (1928 - 2010)

*see http://uza.uz/en/culture

 



Tölögön Kasïmbek (1931 - 
2011) passed away on June 
16th, 2011.  During his 
lifetime, he had achieved 
numerous accolades and 
recognitions for his literary 
works including “Kyrgyz 
National Batyr” and 
“Kyrgyz National Writer,” 
(AR)

At 26 years of age, Tölögön 
Kasïmbek began writing his 
first and most regarded 
novel,  Сынган кылыч (The 
Broken Sword). Until his 
retirement at 74 years of 
age, he wrote countless 
historical novels and soon 
became considered as the 
“Father of Kyrgyz History”  
(AR) 
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In Memoriam

                                                

     
     Аптаптуу кулжа (июнь) айынын 16сында Бишкектен орду толгус жоготуу тууралуу 
ызгаардуу кабар келди. Жазуучу Төлөгөн Касымбек (1931-2011) агабыз бүгүн дүйнө сал-
ган экен...

     Жалпы эле кыргыз жазуучуларынын ичинен Төлөгөн Касымбек агабыз салган кайта-
лангыс чыйыр бар, бул чапкан нугунун аркасында улам аны эч бир Төлөгөн менен, эч бир 
башка ала-тоолук жазуучу менен чаташтыра албайбыз. Төлөгөн Касымбековдун 1966-
жылы жазылган жана 1971-жылдарга чейин кайра оңдолуп-кошумчаланган Сынган 
кылыч романы элибизге 18-кылымдын акыры – 19-кылымдагы тарыхты кылдат таразалап 
кароого чакырган атуулдук сабак, атуулдук таберик болуп калды.

Кыргыздын калемгер баатырларынын бири

  Кыргызстандын эгемендигин мыйзамчы катары чыңдоодо жана кыргыз тилинин 
азыркысы жана болочогу, кыргыз адабиятынын өнүгүшү үчүн Төлөгөн Касымбек жүзөгө 
ашырган опол тоодой ишти эли да, эгемен Кыргыз өкмөтү да анын көзүнүн тирүүсүндө 
татыктуу белгилеп келишти десек жаңылышпаспыз.

• Ал 2001-жылы 1-даражадагы «Манас» ордени менен сыйланган.

• 2005-жылы Мамлекеттик тилди өнүктүрүүгө кошкон салымы үчүн «Кыргыз тили» 
төш белгисине арзыган.

• 2006-жылы жазуучуга «Кыргыз Эл Баатыры» наамы ыйгарылган. 

     Арийне, ал арзыган башкы сыйлык – эркиндикти сүйгөн жана боштондук үчүн күрө-
шө билген, тээ 1990-жылдан бери демократиялык түзүлүшкө өтүү үчүн үч ирет (1990-
жылы октябрда, 2005-жылы мартта жана 2010-жылы апрелде) ыңкылап жасаган тоолук 
элдин бул калемгердин эркиндик желаргысын саматкан чыгармаларын ырааттуу аздек-
төөсү.

Топурагың торко, жаткан жериң жайлуу болсун, Төлөгөн Касымбек ага!

Сиз мизин бүлөгөн тарыхый чындык кылычы эгерим сынбасын деп тилейли!

16.6.2011

Тынчтыкбек Чоротегин
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Төлөгөн Касымбек (1931 - 2011)
Тарыхый баян устасы*

*Excerpt taken from Азаттык үналгысы
For more information, visit  http://www.azattyk.kg

 



Urkash Mambetaliev 
(1934-2011) passed away on 
the 18th of June, 2011.  He 
is regarded as one of the 
most talented Manaschis,  
singers of the heroic epic 
Manas. (AR)  

Mambetaliev’s talent as a 
Manas narrator was known 
throughout the region and 
beyond Kyrgyzstan. Below 
is a photo of the Manaschi 
in 2002 at the famous 
Boysun bahori (Spring of 
Boysun), an open folklore 
Festival, held in Boysun, 
Uzbekistan  (Photo 
provided by San’at Art 
(www.sanat.orexca.com)
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In Memoriam

                                                

     
     18-июнда белгилүү манасчы жана коомдук ишмер Уркаш Мамбеталиев күтүүсүз каза 
болду.

Манасчы Уркаш Мамбеталиев Түп районунун Талды-Суу
 айылында 1934-жылы 8-мартта туулган. Эмгек жолу 
1957-жылы Ысык-Көл драма театрында башталган. 
Кийин Т. Сатылганов атындагы кыргыз филармониясына 
"Манас" боюнча солист болуп кабыл алынган.

"Манас" эпосун У.Мамбеталиевдин айтуусунда "Манас-
тын колунун Чоң казатка аттанышы", "Колдун жолдо 
жүрүшү", "Алманбет менен Чубактын жол талашы", 
"Кичүү казат", "Көкөтөйдүн ашынан" үзүндүлөр Кыргыз 
Илимдер академиясынын Манас бөлүмүнө кабыл алын-
ган.

Мамбеталиевге 1991-жылы Кыргыз Республикасынын 
эмгек сиңирген артисти, 1994-жылы Кыргыз Эл артисти 
деген ардактуу наамдар ыйгарылган. Кыргыз Республика-
сынын Жогорку Кеңешинин президиуму тарабынан Ардак грамотасы менен сыйланган. 

(KKs)

18.06.2011

Аманбек Жапаров
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Уркаш Мамбеталиев (1934 - 2011)
Дагы бир таланттан ажырадык*

*Excerpt taken from Азаттык үналгысы
For more information, visit  http://www.azattyk.kg

 

This artwork from Theodor Herzen 
depicts Manas as a newly elected 
Khan. For more information on 
Theodor Herzen, please visit 
http://www.theodor-herzen.de/.  
(AR)

                  



The “International 
Library”, located in 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 
offers free access to its 
bookshelves. 

Denny Hall, the oldest 
building at the University 
of Washington in Seattle, 
Washington, houses 
programs within the 
Central Asian Studies 
Programs that focus on 
languages, literatures and 
cultures of the region.
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Call for Papers 

                                                

     The Central Asian Studies Seminar and The Association of Central Asian Students of the 
University of Washington are proud to announce the founding of a new peer-reviewed, online 
journal geared towards scholarly advancement in the field of Central/Inner Asian Studies: The 
Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue (JCIAD).  The first issue of the journal is tentative-
ly scheduled for release in the next few months.

     As stated on page one, “the mission of the Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue is 
to create an ongoing dialogue between scholars and advanced students in the West and in Central 
and Inner Asia and thereby enriching the scholarship in the field of Central/Inner Asian Studies.  
The emphasis will be on the historical and cultural aspects of the region such as the arts, languages 
and literatures.” 

     The Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue follows a tradition of scholarly enrichment 
in Central/Inner Asian Studies, first introduced at the University of Washington in 1949 by
Professor Nicholas Poppe (see p. 2).  The journal aims to promote Central and Inner Asian 
cultures and heritages while working together with faculty from academic institutions, like those 
at the University of Washington and the International Library in Tashkent, in supporting and 
promoting comparative studies of Central and Inner Asian languages, literatures and cultures.

     To those ends, JCAID invites scholarly manuscripts for submission.  Manuscripts should not 
be under consideration by other publishers at the time of submission. The journal also encourages 
interdisciplinary studies on past and present developments as well as review articles.  Faculty as 
well as students are welcomed to submit papers between 3000 and 6000 words in length, along 
with an abstract not to exceed more than 250 words and a brief autobiography. 

     All submissions are subject to peer review.  The editorial board and editors take into consider-
ation whether submitted articles follow the rules of scholarly inquiry and writing.  Selected 
articles deemed appropriate will be reviewed by those working closely within the respective 
field(s) of the articles.  Literary quality such as writing style, language, and organization along 
with citations and scholarship quality (depth of research, contribution, relevance, and originality) 
will be examined. All articles are advised to be written according to the guidelines of The Chicago 
Manual of Style.  Papers written in the local languages of the region or in major research langu-
ages are welcomed.

Editors
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Journal of Central and Inner Asian Dialogue

For more information concerning guidelines, policies or deadlines
please contact JCIAD by email at info@jciadinfo.org

or visit the JCIAD website,
www.jciadinfo.org
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